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Election Continues; Offices, ROTC on Ballot

Doily oho,o by 13,ce Rozenhart
JOAN BAEZ AND SON GABRIEL

Approximately 4,200 students cast
ballots in yesterdays A.S. run-off election, according to Bob Rifler, election
board chairman. Today is the final day
for students to decide the direction of
student government for the coming
year.
For those who didn’t make it to the
polling booths yesterday, they have
until 7:30 p.m. today.
Riner said that no votes would be
counted last night, but that all votes
should be tabulated within two hours
after the polls close tonight.
Vying for the executive positions are
the Merz Ticket of John Men, Randy
Kern and Ron Harbeck and the Renaissance ’70 Ticket of Bill Langan, Jim
Self and Mike Buckley. Also on the
same ballot are Reggie Toran and

Andy McDonald, attorney general candidates and the Child Day Care Center referendum. A separate ballot contains the ROTC referendum.
VVith a good voter turn-out today,
the record of 7,828 student voters in
last falls run-off election between
James Edwards and Jim McMasters

*

*

*

Baez Captivates
SJS Audience
At Noon Rally
By TENE swE:NHEN
Daily Feature Editor
At the Woodstock Rock Festis al in
1969, Joan Baez (Mrs. David Harris,
pregnant with her baby boy, cast aside
her guitar and with only her voice for
music, burst into "Swing Low, Sweet
Chariot." Her voice, piercing through
the night air, captivated and moved
500,000 listeners.
Yesterday, she poured out the same
powerful melody to a substantially
smaller audience at SJS in the warm
afternoon sun. Again without aecompaniment, she filled the air with her
sweet music. She received a standing
ovation from the crowd among whom
was her six-month-old child, Gabriel.
About her songs she says, "All I care
about is how it sounds and the feeling
In it." She added, "It has to be pretty
too." Students expressed their reaction
that her song "generated a moving
feeling."
Whether or not Mrs. Harris communicated her thoughts with her
words, she undoubtedly did so with her
singing. The way she sang "Sweet
Chariot" it felt friendly, universal and
free.
"The band of angels coming for to
carry me home. If you get there before
I do, tell all of my friends I’m coming
there too."
She made the song say my friends
are mankind and my home is where my
friends are. At the end of the song,
she said, "Amen." That made it her
prayer.
During her talk she spoke about
revolution whereby everyone would
Join the mosement. "There is only one
thing that is sacred and that is human
life," Mrs. Harris said.
But it wasn’t until she put those
thoughts in her song that the impact
was so strongly felt. And when someone such as Joan Baez can sing that
way, why talk?

I think I’d redirect everyone off the
campus."
"Do something real on the streets
and find out what’s going on in the
world," she said.
Mrs. Harris defined non-violence as
"imaginative warfare without the use
of guns."
Sandperl said, "The one thing we
have to agree on is that a revolution
is not business as usual."
He called for a show of revolutionary support, "Our willingness to sacrifice .
. our willingness to say ’no
classes,’ this is what is needed."
"We’re lucky we live in the United
States because it’s the most aggressive, most oppressive country in the
world," Sandperl said sarcastically.
"The gift that we have to give one
another is love. That’s what a revolution is all about," he stated.
Sandperl said the establishment on

the surface appears to be stronger than
the revolutionaries but, "They have the
money and the institutions and we have
the brains."
A "Revolutionary Guerrilla Theater"
performed prior to Mrs. Harris’ appearance. Members gave satirical impressions of the war, the President, and
"other establishment items."
In a related development, anti-ROTC
forces yesterday renewed their pleas
to abolish the military program on
campus.
The Radical Caucus has called a
12:30 p.m. Seventh Street rally for today to discuss ways of eliminating
ROTC.
A Radical Action Movement spokesman said yesterday he believes the
group will conclude the rally with a
protest march around the campus, possibly culminating at MacQuarrie Hall,
headquarters for ROTC.

War Teach-In Continues
Informal talks and teach -ins relating to the war in Indochina will continue in both the College Union and
JC141. The talks will range from "Racism and Imperialism" to "Presidential
Policy."
The Campus-Community S.E. Asia
Educational Center, Speaker’s Bureau,
College Union Teach -in and those preparing background data on the war
have been working together according
to Bill Becker, of the S.E. Asia Educational Center.
"Everyone started out by themselves
but now we’ve started to work together," said Becker. "We’re a tightlyknit group all working on community
involvement."
Today’s C.U. Teach-ins in the Urnunhum Room, at I() a.m., noon and
2 p.m., will he led by "experts" in
their respective fields.
The Teach-ins will cover "What Has
Happened to America?" by Dr. Robert
McNair, sociology ; "I’ve Been There,"
by Mrs. Pat Martin and Jim Lashely
and "Racism and Imperialism," by Professor Bob Allen, Black Studies.
Professor Gene Bernhardi’s talk on
"Facism at Home and Abroad," originally scheduled for yesterday will be
presented Friday at noon in the Urnunhum Room.
The Campus-Community S.E. Asia
Educational Center provides continuous
programs from 9:30 a.m. through 10

p.m. today for those with general questions concerning U.S. involvement in
S.E. Asia.
A video tape, which will be shown
on campus closed-circuit television, was
produced in the Audio-Visual Department by Professors Gerald Wheeler,
James High, Claude Buss, Harris Martin and George Moore of the History
Department.
Informational packets are available
in JC141 where the presentations are
held.
SCHEDULE FOR TODAY
Q and A session
9:30 a.m. Prof. Richard
Alexander,
Tutorials
U.S. in S.E. Asia
11:00 a.m. Dr. Gerald
Wheeler,
History
Economics of
12:30 p.m. Prof. Charles
Ogata,
Racial
Discrimination
Economics
2:00 p.m. Dr. James Pratt Presidntial
Policy
Pol. Sci.
Political and
3:00 p.m. Prof. Michael
Often,
Social Priorities
Sociology
4:00 p.m. Prof. Michael
Death Over Lit.
Often,
Sociology
Violence and Its
6:00 per. Film
Causes
7:00 p.m. Dr Harris Martin,Q and A session
History
1,00 p.m. Dr. Robin Brooks, U.S. in S.E. Asia
New College
9.00 p.m. Dr. Claude Buss, U.S. in S.E. Asia
History

Memorial Convocations Set
Today for Slain Students
Two Memorial convocations will he
held today. One will he held for a man
killed four years ago in Chicago. The
other will be held for two people killed
just the other day, at Jackson State,
At 10 a.m. today by the fountain, services will be held for James Earl Green
and Philip L. Gibbs, the two Black men
killed when police fired on demonstrators at Jackson State.
A memorial convocation for Malcolm
X will follow at noon in Morris Dailey.
Dr. Leonard Jeffries of Black Studies,
Professor Robert Allen of New College,

James Edwards, and the Black Theater
Workshop, will participate in honoring
the famous Black leader who was
grinned down in 1965.
The convocation for Malcolm X was
planned for last month by Blaek EOP
and Black Studies as part of the "Black
Experience No. 2" program.
Jeffries expressed his hope that all
students and faculty who cared show
up.
Said Jeffries, "Blacks are concerned
that Whites are NOT concerned about
the cancer of racism in this country."
He regarded the convocation as a
way Whites could show their concern.

Union and the Spartan Cafeteria, in
front of the old Science bulding, by
the education building (corner of Seventh and San Carlos streets I, in the
high rise dorm and in front of th,
reserve book room across from Centennial Hall.

A.S. Council
II Year’s
Holds
Last Meeting

Baez Calls for Vnbrainwashing"
"If it isn’t revolution for everyone
on this earth, then it isn’t revolution,"
according to Mrs. David Harris (Joan
Baez).
Mrs. Harris, an anti-war movement
leader and prominent folk singer, made
the statement to a crowd of about 2,000
students on the ROTC drill field during
a rally yesterday afternoon.
Ira Sandperl, co-founder with Mrs.
Harris of the Carmel Institute for the
Study of Non-violence, also spoke,
"We have to unbrainwash ourselves,"
Mrs. Harris asserted. "How do we stop
feeling impotent after everything we’ve
learned in the schools tells us we’re
Impotent?"
She said she didn’t respect the American flag or any other national flag
which "represents property with boundaries."
"Around each piece of land is a
border," she stated.
"There is only one thing that is
sacred and that is human life," Mrs.
Harris said.
She asked students to go on strike,
but not to remain on campus. "If I got
a chance to be in a redirected class,

could easily be surpassed. Out of 25,000
students a one-third or 8,000 voter
turnout, is not inconceivable.
To vote, students need only present
their student body card and sign the
register to receive the two ballots.
Polling booths are located on Seventh
Street, the area between the College

JOHN MERZ

By RENEE BAYER
Dully Yollitlesil Writer
AS. Council concluded its final meeting of the semester yesterday by reconsidering Terry Speizer’s election as
vice-chairman and then electing graduate representative Jim Peterson as next
years AS. Council Vice-Chairman.
Council members also elected James
Lee as finance chairman and Matsuo
BILL LANGAN
Furuyama as campus policy chairman.
Permanent campus recognition was
granted to the grape boycott committee, film club, student center of the
national association of industrial technology, music council and Akito center.
The financial requests from the Intercultural Steering Committee (ISC)
were approved. One was a change in
budget priority
to transfer
$500
from programs and events to scholarships with the stipulation that if the
phone bill may be just the excuse they scholarships were not granted by June
need, Harbeck added.
30, the funds would revert.
During the past two weeks he exA $4,000 maximum underwrite to
plained, the Associated Students and
ISC to acquire or lease facilities for
peace movement leaders have run up
the International Student Center was
a phone bill amounting to several thouapproved. This lease must be approved
sand dollars. A large portion of the bill
by the Chancellor’s office and ISC must
was due to recent conferences by the
make every attempt to collect funds
California Student Offensive and the
to offset the underwrite.
National Student Congress. Currently,
A request of $1677 to send the SJS
funds are not available to pay the
golf team to the NCAA Championships
charges, said Harbeck.
will be taken out of the reserve fund
and be replenished July 1 out of the
The Associated Students are now orNCAA fund of the 1970-71 A.S. Budget.
ganizing special drives to raise money
A remaining $675.63 for a scheduled
for the unexpected phone bill, James
symposium last weekend by the MexiEdwards, AS. President announced.
can -American Gradtrite studies will be
"We are appealing to the students,
transferred to work study funds for
faculty and the community to donate
the summer.
$1 or whatever they want, to pay the
An amount of $175 will be held for
present phone bill and the charges that
will be made until the end of the year," one week in case any outstandinq, debts
may still exist from the symposium.
said Edwards.
John Mere, Ron Flarbeek and Steve
Edwards has also suggested that
seniors planning to graduate donate Lieurance were appointed to the Spartan Shops Board for the remainder of
their cap and gown money. Edwards
the semester.
recommended that students wear shirts
Questions were raised concerning the
with a peace insignia to graduation
financial loss of last Saturday’s rock
ceremonies.
In reference to the Chancellor, Ed- concert. Ron Hai-heck, assistant to the
wards said, "He’s not concerned about treasurer, said the final convert accounts were not complete, but that the
the large telephone bill, but rather that
CUP’S stayed within their budget of
we used the phone to further the cause
of the peace movement. This is another $.31,000 plus. Financial loss will be
taken from the 1970-71 CUPB budexample of suppression in regard to the
get.
trustees."
Harbeck stated that he has heard
Edwards defended the use of the telerequests have been made to L.A. to
phone, saying, ’The reason we have
been able to be so successful is that cancel the B.B. King Convert, but
nothing official has been decided.
we have used the phone.
Harbeck stated that the Associated
Students had already received the
phone bill for four days during the
strike. "It was over $600," he said.
"This doesn’t include any out-of-state
calls or calls beyond the first four days.
The total bill should he close to $5,000."
"If we cannot pay the phone bill
"The man’s a writer, and the writing
when it is due, our outside lines will he t a kt.n over in its own way, which is
shut off and the Associated Students what writing should do. His writing
will be taken off the lease line," Har- manages effects the English novel has
beck concluded.
never produced before." says John CiGeorge Watts, assistant to the stu- ardi, poetry editor of Saturday Review.
dent affairs business manager, comHis comment WaS in reference to
mented strongly on the present situa- author Richard Brautigan, who will
tion. "The Associated Students cannot speak tonight at 8 in Science 210. The
and will not be responsible for any Organization of Associated Students
phone calls made in conjunction with Interested in Speech (OASIS), is sponthe conference or strike peace move- soring Brautigan’s appearance, which
ment centered in the AS. offices," will be the finale of the California
Vat to said.
Poetry Reading spring circuit,
"At the present time, from May 6
Its 12, approximately $1,500 worth of
phone bills fall in this category," Watts
explained. "Without money to pay the
phone bills there is a good chance the
Final gr.’, les tor the 1.17o spring
Associated Students could be without semester will be mailed on Tuesday.
phones by the end of this fiscal year. June 16. to the mailing address indiThis would, of course, make the A.S. cated on the registrar’s official study
ineffective communication-wise."
list, according to Mrs. Lenore LuedeWatts explained, "The office has mann, SJS registrar. Changes of adbeen guaranteed by leaders of the dress should be reported to the Regimovement that the phone bills would strar’s Office, Room 102, Administrabe paid and the Association would not tion Building. no later than Friday.
be placed in an Untenable position."
June 5.

Will Phone Bill Close
C.U. as Strike Center?
By FRANK FERTADO
Daily Political Writer
California State College Trustees and
the Chancellor’s office have apparently
been looking for a way to shut down
the SJS College Union as a strike center, according to Ron Harbeck A.S.
assistant treasurer.
The Associated Students’ enormous

Edwards’ Appeal
Associated Students (A.S.) President
James Edwards yesterday appealed to
graduating seniors to donate their cap
and gown money to the A.S. phone bill
ineurred during the present peace
movement.
Edwards also suggested that students protest the war in Southeast
Asia by wearing shirts with a peace
Insignia to IP
ment ceremonies
In June. "This act could symbolically
indicate a protest to the war in Southeast Asia and support for the p1.110.
movement In America," said EdWartlq.
Students can have shirts silk-screened with a peace sign gripped in a
clinched fist on the loner level of the
College Union, Edwards said,

Library Problem
Is Still Growing
The Library Shelvers Strike Committee claimed yesterday, "books are
being temporarily hidden in LC309 and
new books are bypassing department
heads and being delivered as regular
books."
The shelvers threatened Tuesday to
strike if steps were not taken to improve the "chaotic state" in the library
shelves and sorting areas.
As of yesterday the shelvers had not
walked off their jobs. However, a meeting with Dr. Stuart Baillie, library director, was scheduled last night.
In a letter to department heads issued yesterday, the Strike Committee
stated "books are in overflow areas not
known, and therefore, not available to
the students."
The new system devised after the
retirement of steel( supervisor Phillip
Richards was the reason given by the
committee for the present situation.
"Under this system, shelvers were assigned a particular floor or floors and
delivery to their intik ideal floors.
"We shelvers as sl udents understand the situation students face in attempting to do research and complete
required term papers at this time.’’
Some of the shelvers warned that. if
no attempt is made by noon Friday
to negotiate the problem, they will "he
forced to take a stronger stand."

OASIS Sponsoring
Author Talk Tonight

Semester Grades
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Editorials

Unique Opportunity
pie Ipp.whinity to have a voice in the
Tholents ha v e been given the
e urge you not to blow it.
Ysliether ROTC is to remain on this eampus.
o the iiast few weeks rallies hav e been held. buildings have been occupied,
hav e been made. and arguments ha % e been writtenall with the intent11111 la forcing the college administratilin to make a decision on the future status
of ROTC.
1 it. the day- of reckoning is here. and studentsnot the administrationare on
the ,pot. The results of this week.s balloting on the ROTC referendum will be
useI by the keademie Ceuncil as an indicator of stut lent sentiment and its a guide
for future deliberations regarding Writ:.
own decision on this issue and cast a ballot
today. To fail to de so is to giv e up your right to further protest on this issue.
I

ii

Atident ,houta make 1i is

Keep ROTC

Sort of

’I lie Spartan Daily believes the el .e on the future of ROTC on this campus
-imple one. There are three possibilities and one clearly surpasses the other
h1to.
’hp lease ROTC as it is would be pure folly. in the past two months ROTC has
clearly shown itself to be undesirable in its present form. Demonstrations regarding its presence have twice ended in iolence and put the college in a bad

To abolish it completely could be taken as an infringement of academic freedom and aim, place the college in a had light.
This leaves the third choice. a continuance of ROTC, but without credit, as the
v logical alternative. In this way. student, who wish to continue in the program
,o. but the college will not be complying with the military by offering the
itia
itrogram as an accredited course of study.
e urge a sole for a continuance of ROTCwithout credit.

; !fill Comment

Editorial Draws Fire

7

-!erday, the Spartan Daily editorially
mended that readers look to the
"On -Strike" Spartan Daily for pertimnt
election informat
on the two run-off
A.S. presidential candidates.
’111,, Daily ikrlared that it could not
take an editorial stand in support of any
candidate because of Title V of the State
Edura t ion :ode.
Th. 1)61.... editorial staff, nevertheless,
id-or...led indirectly to support one candidate hy imply ing to readers that the oiistrike" Spartan Daily was "another reliable
source for election information."
The editorial stated that the "On-Strike"
Spartan Daily was not affected by Title V
iuid thenfore could support the candidate
of
I.. pier. In reference to the "OnStrike" poldication, the Daily said, "Its
reporters are free to look into the backgrounds of the two remaining candidates
and their slates and come up with whatever stories or editorial stand they feel
obligated to publish."
5,,ine members of the Daily staff believe
the editorial hoard circumvented Title V
lv sugg , .sting that readers adhere to the
"im-strike" editorial stand.
Many staff members have sympathized
aid’ the feelings of the "on-strike" Daily
awl feel that most of its articles and lealure.. are all written. However., the s
Daily staffers are also cognizant of the
fact ’that the "on-strike" Daily has favored
on. candidate in both its editorial page
and regular news coverage reporting.
Although reporting should be objective
in content in regular news reporting, as
!he Spartan Daily tries to be, the "onstrike’ Daily is free to choose its own style
of reporting. Subjective feelings in all
fairness should be freely expressed only on
the editorial page.
We feel that the "on-strike" Daily
shouldn’t have been recommended as a
reliable source for A.S. election information as it has shown a blatant bias for one
particular candidate.
The "on.strike" Daily has not delved
fairly into the backgrounds of each candidate. Their "Runoff-Election" coverage
story of May 20 contained eight paragraphs
on one candidate while devoting only three
mentenres to his opponent.
Since the Spartan Daily is prohibited
from endorsing any candidate, we feel that
reference to the "on-strike" position was
an injustice to the other candidate.
If readers are not given a fair presents.

thin of the candidates’ stands and backgro lllll I, they should at least be allowed
to reach their own decision independent
of slanted coverage. Stan Scovell, Mary
Dougherty. Dale Smiley, Gary Pierce, Ellen
Bev
Robert (:aredio.

Staff Comment

Why Now?
By EARL REASON
I find it a hit ironic that a little over
two years before the Kent State shootings,
three Black students were killed at South
Carolina State University in Orangeburg,
S.C.
The irony lies in the fact that all of these
dead students were innocent bystanders;
they were killed while watching demonstrut.
against American policies (Kent
State; the Cambodia situation and in
Orangeburg. the integration of a bowling
alley).
There are two disturbing factors about
both of these incidents; 1) American
troops are still in Cambodia, and 2) Racism still exims in America.
Then- are very few students today who
will condone either of these actions; however. their outrage did not occur until
after the blood of White students had
been shed. In 1968 there were no great
outcries from the mass of students across
the nation that you saw two weeks ago.
There were no protests from the members
of Congress. Other than Southern Black
schools, there were no memorial services
held for the dead Black students.
I have heard that there is no double
standard for White and Black. I’m only
glad that I am not naive enough to believe
such a lie. Judging from public reaction
to these similar events, I can only con.
dude that a Black life to the majority
of Americans is not worth as much as a
White life.
Perhaps White America should take this
time to reflect on these two similar tragedies. Ini sure most Whites forgot about
Orangeburg, but very few Blacks have.
I’m not going to call you a bunch of
racists, but I will give you the opportunity
to ask yourself why you reacted so differently to these strikingly similar incidents.

"If we’re a hit in Cambodia, I think I can get us a gig in Laos."

Staff Comment

Life Not Bold of Cherries
By DEBBIE
I really doubt if this It hr a ill appear
in print simply because it does not go along
with the one-sidedness of your paper. I
can at least say I have tried and hope y1111
will give all sides a chance to air their
views.
I am 1,0 frustrated with my generation
right now that I derided it was time I
try to make myself heard to more than
just my circle of friends. All this dissent
and demonstrating has caused me to stop
and take a look at the world, the country,
my conm lllll ity, and at myself. I fommnil
myself thinking of joi ll ing the protestors
because I thought they had a logical argument and their propaganda could make
Wilk‘ if you were unaware and undecided
about the many other sides to the story.
I became much more aware mainly
because of my family background. I’ve
been raised to realize that life is not a bowl
of cherries and that nothing that is meaningful and wortInshile ever comes easy.
So I began to 1.11se a look at the different
sides of the Asian conflict. I read, and
listened. I talked and read and listened
some more. I began to weigh the facts and
the propaganda. I looked at the many sides
and degrees. From the far left to the extreme right. I became sick of listening to
the warped minds of the so-called "intellectuals" of my generation. They an, so
mixed up I don’t think they know what
they really want.
’FANTASY AND FICTION’
The papers they passed out were contradictory within their own print. And how
they could confuse cold facts with fantasy
and fiction, just so it would support their
ideas and philosophies!
As for lying heard
they have been
heard but what the Silent Majority has
heard is not what they believe in or agree
with. They have Well 1111,1
in act
much longer than any of us and they’
know what its all about. That is why they
have done nothing in response to the cries
of the boys and girls.
These children (and I say children because they have not grow n up enough I()
accept the responsibility as citizens or the
hardships of life. They are like babies who
know only to cry when they don’t get
what they want) say they will listen to the
Silent Majority, it. the actions taking
place at Stanford and USC, but they do not
hear. They laugh at the patriotism of the
American people. The slogan "Love it or
leave it" expresses the feelings of many
Americans. I only wish the dissenters
would hear that!
GRASS IS GREENER
I am proud of being an American and
glad I was lucky enough to he born here.
This may not he Utopia hut it’s closer than
any other country in the world. If you
don’t believe it, why don’t you leave and
see? The old saying "the grass is always
greener on the other side" could not be
more applicable to this situation.
I am not necessarily blaming the dissenters for what they believe, hut instead

1104 /TON
those people alio have poisoned their
mind, an41 flit. parents who have not given
th,ir children the proper leaders to look
’THE GUIDING LIGHT’
If parents would have been parents and
been, mon. or less, the guiding light, in
stead of following Dr. Spock’s ideas of
"Don’t correct the children, that will spoil
their individuality," these dissenters would
not have had to turn to the people who are
leading them against our country. These
children grew up disrespectful of anything
or anyone who said "NO." They are constantly beleaguering the police and are
helped by the press because that’s the news
that sells and they are, there for the almighty dollar.
But (lid you ever stop to think what
this country would be like if you could
not take the police for granted? When
your car is stolen, whom do you call to
help you find it and punish the person
who took it? When a wrong doing is committed against you, whom do you call to
protect you? Policemen are human beings
who are not afraid to slmw their respect
for law as well as order.
I nmst commend them for not lashing
out at the bottle and rock throwers and
feel sorry for them because they must be
on the defensive to defend the general
puldie. and are silenced in doing so. I
wooldn’t stimil for the abuse they receive.
A, for politics, why does everyone think
Nixon is such a guerilla? Oh, it’s easy to
say he is the reason we are in Cambodia
and its all his fault that our men are dying
in Southeast Asia. He is only trying to
protect us in the long nm. The worn out
saying that "The President knows more
about the situation than any of us," may
be worn ()tit, but don’t kid yourself into
believing that it is not true.
’PLAYING GAMES’
Then there are the Senators and Repres
seniatives and all the other politicians who
say Nixon is wrong. Did it ever occur to
any of you that they are playing a little
game called politics the object being
to buy as many votes as they can?
It 18 doubtful that Nixon will be reelected in 1972, but it is more than likely
that he doesn’t care. We must remember
that he, too, is human and has a family
and a conscience. He has two young
4Iaughters who will be raising families and
living in this world long after he passes
on. In his heart and mind, he did what lie
felt was hest. We cannot judge his actions
as being right or wrong until the whole
event is over as I sin confident it soon
will be.
All this writing. I am afraid, is in vain,
because the ones who need to listen and
hear what is printed here, will only laugh
and spread the cancer that has enveloped
their minds. We must have faith in God
and our country if we are to survive. I
heard a student tell his mother that if
they can’t change this country, they will
burn it down and begin all over. Who will?
The younger generation? And where, may
I ask, will they he while it’s burning!

On May 11, 1970, the Academic Council
led the entire college community of San
Jose State in addressing our attention to
the senseless and outrageous escalation of
the war in S.E. Asia. The Council’s action,
along with the vote of confidence by more
than half of the assembled faculty, represented perhaps for the first time an attempt to bring together academic ideals
with practical realities, an attempt to redirect the business of the college to the
problems which ravish our conscience.
On May 13, 1470, six Black Americans
were riddled with bullets in Augusta. Ga.,
and again on May 14, 1970, 15 more Black
students were ruthlessly gunned down in
Jackson, Miss. Each incident proves once
again that the same kind of murderous
escalation of crimes against Asians was
being openly and ruthlessly perpetrated
against Black Americans in America.
I-We, the Black faculty and students,
wish to voice our outrage over the shooting
of these 15 Black girls at a state college in
Jackson, Miss. We feel that we cannot afford to ignore these and similar heimma
acts including the killing of four White
students at Kent State University, to go
unabated or unacknowledged if we have
concern for our fellowmen.
We believe, therefore, that it is necessary, if indeed we are concerned, that, as
faculty, students and the community at
large, we must take action to clearly exemplify our total opposition to the senseless acts of killing and violence that have
occurred now anti in recent weeks.
IIWe, the concerned Black faculty,
students and the community declare for all
our people anti the whole world to know:
1That in view of "legalized killing"
of Black people in America (e.g. Jackson
State College, Black Panthers members at
Chicago, etc.), we clearly state our position
that: the intellectual and academic persuasion and aspiration can only be satisfied by free human beings, and not under
conditions of exploitation, war and threat
by trigger-happy men in the name of "law
anti order."
2.That we call for a full investigation
of all the killings which occurred in the
past two weeks and demand that the guilty
party or parties be taken before the courts
of law, he tried in full capacity of the law
anti be dealt with accordingly.
3.That we make sure that education
is geared toward peace, practical liberty
(as opposed to metaphysical freedom),
human brotherhood anti that all human
cultural activities are open to all people.
4That the ecology of institutions of
learning should not include ideological pollution anti therefore, all concerned people
should here and now draft a resolution to
be sent to the President of the United
States, stating our complete opposition to
the recent events, domestically and internatiOnally that all these criminal acts are
understood as a senseless waste of human
lives in the name of "peace and order" and
"just peace."
5Domestically, we should be concerned
with Black and White involvement in the
social issues which continue to polarize us
withing society.
6Internationally, we should not divorce the domestic issues, such as racism
and genocide, from the war in Southeast
Asia.
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Brown,
1$750,000 Loss at Fresno State i

VimminiI

II) Jul. K
Daib Stall Writer

-A

Compiled from Associated Press

systematic
exists

spiracy
groups of students set off
alarm s, broke windows,

SIllall

fire

smashed chairs and damaged art
works in six buildings at Fresno
State College Wednesday.
The demonstration involved 50
to 100 youths and began A lea
hours after a fire bomb was
tossed into the school’s computer
center causing an estimated
i750.000 damage.
Acting President Karl Falk declared a state of emergency to
make sure all classes could continue and to maintain safety for
everyone.
The demonstration was con.
sidered a reaction to a decision
announced Tuesday not to rehire
must of the ethnic studies faculty

No Grads
Traditional cuounencement exercises on the University of Cali-

fornia Berkeley campus may be
ancelled as inappropriate" this
year, Chancellor Roger W. Heyns
said Wednesday.
Ileyns said he had discussed
commencement with various UC
Berkeley deans who agreed to
consult their students and faculty
about alternative graduation
events.
Other California campuses reportedly are considering altering commeneement plans

Wants Troops
The Rev. Ralph Abernathy.
head of the Southern Christian
Leadership Conference, joined a
march from Perry to Atlanta,
Ga., protesting repression in the
U.S. and called fur federal protection of the marchers.
"We call upon President Richard Milhouse Nixon to provide federal protection to these norevio-

Chicano Author Will
Speak Here Saturday
Leonard Olguin, the guitar
playing Mexican American educator, author and linguist will
speak Saturday, May 23, at San
Jose Civic Auditorium.

Two Departments
Set Pre-Reg Date
The History anti 1111111:111i( is
departments of SJS have announced pre-registration for a
limited number of classes.
History courses include H-101,
H-184, 11-194, H-197, H- 198. These
classes are seminars, honors,
directed reading classes and are
for history majors, minors, and
social science majors only.
Registration for the History Department will be Monday and
Tuesday, May 25 and 26, for day
students. Evening students can
register M, T, W, Th, in CH 115
freIa 6-6:45.
These students must obtain
permits from their advisors he fore registering.
Also holding pm-registration
for fall 1970 is the Humanities
Department. Pre-enrollment for
all these courses is being held hi
Faculty Office 127.
The Humanities Department
will offer pre-registration for
Hum. 120, Studies in Selected
Cultures, M. W, F at 2 p.m.;
Hum. 160, Contemporary Issues,
M, W, F at S a.m. and T, Th at
11 a.m. This course will also be
offered in three different sections
for evening students, all at 7 p.m.
on Monday evenings.
Also offered will be Hum. 196,
an Experimental Course to be
held Wednesday evenings at 7.

He will lecture on "Communications and Cultural Clashes."
Tickets can be obtained by Contacting Professor A. B. Chavez
in ED 442, 294-6414, ext. 2381, or
the College Ombudsmen. ext.
2898.
Olguin presently consultant to
the Mexican American Research
Pi ojeet for the State Department of Education, Is known for
helping children with Spanish
speakini backgrounds adapt their
vocal habits to speaking and
writing the English language.
He has televised a lecture
series on the subject and has
written a guide for teachers of
hi -lingual children "Shuck Loves
Chirley."
In the San Jose area he is
known for his work with Opera-

lent marchers as President Johnson did in the Selma-to-Montgomery march." Abernathy said.
He referred to an Alabama
march in 1965 where President
Johnson ordered the use of regular Army troops after repeated
violent incidents.
The current march has been
peaceful with no indication of
trouble.

Suspect
A 16-year--old black youth was
charged yesterday with murder
in connection with the slaying of
James M Floyd. 57, an official of
the Savannah branch of the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People..
Police Capt. E. J. Weaver said
a gun believed to have been used
In the Tuesday night shooting
was recovered at the youth’s
home at the time of arrest.
Floyd was found outside the
NAACP office Tuesday night,
shot once in the chest.

Retirement
House Speaker John W. McCormack announced yesterday he
will not seek re-election to Congress in November.
McCormack, 78, reportedly has
been under pressure from younger members of the House to step
down from the position he has
held since the death of Sam Rayburn.

SPECIAL DISCOUNT
FACULTY
STUDENTS
ALUMNI

condestroy the

Black Panther Party, and with
full understanding of the Party’s
philosophy and objectives. 1 believe that the present course is
wrong,"

stated

Congressmim

George Brown, candidate for the
Democratic nomination for U.S.
Senate’.
Brown and Congressman John
Tuney debated Monday ey
in Stanford University’s Nlemorial Auditorium before an willow crowd of 2,000.
Brown continued, "This wroth.
and illegal hunt causes frustration within the Black community
and increases the tension betweii,
Blacks and the Whites."
Three-term Congressman Tunney, from Riverside, said it is the
"Individuals and not the association who have the bad element Some are lawless, some are lays abiding; some burn, maim. and
kill while others give out tied:
He added that the Panther in
Chicago who was killed in lied
never had a chance as the police
came in shooting. "An investigation on this matter is imperative, but should not be done by
the Chicago Police Department, ,
but rather, by a higher authority "
Tunney suggested looking at
the individuals, and not at the
Black Panther Party itself.
Itt own, four-term Congressman
lrk. quoted It
fro:n
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Chimes Request Going
To Burns Soon Merz
Student Council

Is

Iii tormal resuluticti Ii,. .t been
sent to the president’s utfice, even
though the council passed it April
29
Merz added, the stui lent goy ernment should be eonferrin4
with the president’s office and
with the Music Department,
which was given the job to repair or replace the chimes, to
see what can be done to get the
carillon working again.

expected to

be sending Acting President Hobert Burns a resolution soon, requesting that the La Torre Carillon

f s,,,,,,

Thurzliv \Tiv ’2’ 1’17,1

the Westminster chimes in

Tower Hall
be put back in
working condition.
A S. Vice President John NiCri
Salli the resolution may be sent
within the next few days.
Ccntriry to yesterday’s Daily,

Two Elevators in SJS’ Future
Any ,ille

Un.ki,le

.1,nienaliian
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climb the

Classroom
must

take

Building
upstairs

a.- should be pleased to know
an elevator is going to be installed.
Homo economies majors should
be equally pleased for the same
reason when the Administration I
Building is converted to home
economics.
The state has allocated money
to install the elevators, repo] d.
Executive Dean C. Grant Burton.
The Journalism CI a ssroo in
Building elevator should be in.

Played at Funerals

stalled sometime next term, Dean
Burton said.
Also, money has been allocated
to install a second handrailing on
the College Union indoor stairway rails, he stated.
An inspector for the state Industrial Safety Division in an
tot /6118M8i tit
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official reisirt called the present
rails unsafe and ordered the second rails installed.
A week after the College Union
opened, a male student was in- Zs
jured after falling from an upper Zi
level into the pit He was sitting
Zti
on a rail before it happened.
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Bronze Bell Lies Hidden
EDITOR’S NOTE: Thiii is the’
11111(40 in a three-part
SCril,
on SJS 1111Am:iv landnuarit.
BRUCE MeCLELLIN
Dolly Feature Writer
mostly hidden In a corner of the college maintenance
yard among empty cans, potted
plants, equipment and behind
a bilge tree is a state historical
landmark.
It’s the California State Normal School Bell. Because it was a
part of the first state normal
school iTower Hall), a state landmark, it too is an historical landmark.
The two-ton bronze bell is the
second oldest know existing piece
of property in the state college
system. Only Washington Square,
the original campus land, is older.
It was cast in 1881 by Nlenely
and Cu. of \Vest Troy, N.Y., one
year after the San Jose campus’ first school building was
destroyed by fire. The bell found
a home when the school was rebuilt in 1/492,
Then in 1906, the second building was shaken down by the San
Francisco earthquake. When
Tower Hall was built in 1910, the
bed was reinstalled without its
,"eternal striker.
Now, the normal school bell
silent. No longer ringing it
graduations, it is in storage, along
wiret its striker, down from the
lielf’ y which state building 110
,I.’,1tws condemned in 1963.
It is about 6 inches thick, over
4 feet wide at its widest width.
over 2 feet wide at its narrowest width on top and more than
3 feet high.
The bell’s lip is chipped from
the many ill-aimed hamtner and
mallet blows made by students
who would sneak into the belfr’,.
which is still there. On its side
is the following inscription:
CALIFORNIA STATE
NORMAL SCHOOL
A.D. 1881
"Beautiful" is the word Byron
Bollinge r. superintendent ef
Buildings and Grounds, uses I.

describe its hammer-struck ring.
"Something that would be
played at a funeral" is how Dr.
Dwight ’Seidel, professor of journalism, classifies it.
Would the ring produced by
the bell be different if the striker
had been reinstalled? It is difficult to tell. Remember, the last
time the striker was heard was
before the San Francisco earthquake.
Whether beautiful or doleful.
ring for funerals it did. It rang
for SJS professor and poet laureate Dr. Henry Meade Bland, who
died in 1931 and for Carl Holliday, author and professor of English, who died in 1936.
Prof. Holliday’s will called for
the bell to sound as the funeral
procession traveled the original
perimeter of the campus.
One of Dr. Bland’s puen, iun a plaque on the Tower.
After a 53 -year stay in Toys
Hall, things are starting to Ittok
Oh for the bell.
Executive Dean C. Grant Burton indicates he is be
new home for it.
Dr. Bentel has come up with a
plan. He has hired an architectural firm to design a bell towe,
addition to Memorial Chapel, the
only chapel on a California state
college campus.
The bell would be known as th,
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On April 15, 1970 the decision was made to offer members of the Associated Students of San
Jose State College a GROU P - DISCOUNTED
AUTOMOBILE INSURANCE POLICY.
College Student Insurance Service has worked
for five years with the auto insurance industry
proving the college student is NOT a bad risk.
Finally the task was accomplished. ASB members are offered substantial savings through this
policy.
This group-discounted policy is written through
the newly formed Associated Student Underwriters and sold exclusively by College Student Insurance Service. They will give you all of the
facts and none of the hassle.

Call 289-8681
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PROTECT
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or stop by 404 South Third Street. Be aware of
what is available to you NOW as a member of the
Associated Students.
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of Art"
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Art Cleaners
"Work

President’s Bell, ringing only at
the order of the college president
A bronze plaque would list all
SJS presidents.
Dean Burton says Dr. Bentel’s
plan is worth serious consideration.

400 E. SANTA CLARA
293-4900
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Nova now $159 LESS’
Now you can order a new Nova at

aim price reduction.

Coupe or sedan.
Four-, six- or eight -cylinder engine.
With these Novas the day-night
mirror, bias belted ply tires, cigarette
lighter and seat belt retractors, formerly
standard, are still available as options.
Place your order at your Choy dealer’s.

Chevelle. $148 LESS*

.dern1110fth,
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Luxury for only $3,123
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Chevelle. $147 LESS’

than our prewous lowest priced 4-eloot,
than our pre, o
.
herdtottl.
America’s most popular mid -size
Now America’s lowest priced
mid -size hardtop.
sedan at a new low price.
We took America’s best selling mid -size car. Then added
two new lower priced models. Lower priced they are. But lower
priced looking and feeling they aren’t.
Monte Carlo is hundreds of dollars less than
other personal luxury cars. Hundreds.
Yet Monte Carlo’s a car of thickly padded
seats. An instrument panel viith the look of
Carpathian burled elm. Plush carpeting.
Monte Carlo is every hit the luxury car.
Try the real thing at your Chevrolet dealer’s.
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Spartan Foundation
Drive in 3rd Week
Football season doesn’t begin
until September, but the SJS
football program is continually
foremost in the minds of those
Who ate responsible for making
It go- members of the Spartan
Foundation.
Since football was eliminated
from the A.S. budget for the
1970-71 school year, funding of
the Spartan football program is
totally in the hands of this grout)
of men, who are in the middle of
their month-long drive to raise
$125,000 to keep the SJS program
afloat.
After the first week of the
drive, which will actually continue on through September in
a different format, the foundation’s 12 "teams" had raised
$20,450.

,

A total of 170 workers compose
the "teams." In first place alter
the first week with 86.5 itt was
Doc Arends’ Redskins. Steve
Cuplan’s Lobos had recruited 11
new donors and John Chaffetz’
Tigers had the most members
with 23.
Buck NIcCleneghan, executive
director of the Spartan Foundation. has been pleased with the
progress of the drive but expected even better results after this
morning’s breakfast report meeting.
Head coach Joe McMullen reminds students that contributions
of any amount are welcome. Students may make donations, which
are tax deductible, at the SJS
Alumni Office on 5th and San
Carlos Street.
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SJS Distance Men
Surprise in PCAA
not going to fade," noted Winter.
Neville Myton, who won the
half-mile at Fresno, may have
to alter his style slightly to win
against a strong field at Modesto.
At Fresno, Myton ran a slow
57-second first lap, then came
from last with 300 yards to go to
win in 1:50.9.
Freshman miler Buck Black
placed second at Fresno with a
lifetime best of 4:06.4. Black has
been bothered with injuries all
season and had not run in a
month. Black showed improvement in endurance, coming from
third with 200 yards to go. Winter predicts Black can run a
four-minute mile in the future.
With Darold Dent unable to
run because of a work conflict,
Gary and Kent Rezowalli ran
the steeplechase. "They saved us
with Dent out," said Winter.
Kent set the early pace, but
faded to fifth. Gary placed second to Mark Gardner of IJOP,
who won easily.
Black will run the mile Saturday, while Myton will run the 880
and possibly the mile relay. The
Rezowallis will not run.

af the SJS track
team ha, usually been attributed

DUEL AT DE ANZA

to its tine sprinters. But when
several sprinters failed to per-

May 24th

form as expected in last Satur-

Auto Cross

day’s Pacific Coast Athletic Association meet at Fresno, it was
the distance men who came
through.
Coach Bud Winter called the
performance of the distance runners "a great and heartening surprise. It labeled our team season
a success."
Gary Hansen, who was ill most
of the early season, won the six
mile Friday with a stadium record of 30:08.6. Hansen stayed
close to the lead until the 17th of
the 24 laps, then gradually opened a lead. He (tame back to place
third in the three mile Saturday.
In Saturday’s California Relays
at Modesto, Hansen will run the
5000 meters against a fine field
which includes Duncan McDonald
of Stanford and Steve Prefontaine of Oregon.
"Our distance runners will have
to run the pace of the race at
Modesto. ’Filch’ campat it ion k

De Anza

College, Cupertino
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Our all women barber shop keeps
all you long hairs well trimmed
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ST. CLAIRE BARBER SHOP
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SEEKS REPEAT EFFORT
Freshman miler Buck Black, who
ran his lifetime best of 4:06.4
in the Pacific Coast Athletic
Association track championships Saturday for second
place, will be competing for
SJS in the California Relays at
Modesto on Saturday.
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s 6th & Santa Clara
Cheek our candy sale now in progress.

WHY BE "HALF SAFE"

FOR
HIGHEST
PRICES
Plus Bonus

Sell your books

Man is but a reed, the weakest in nature, but be is a
thinking reed, it is not necessary that the

entire uni-

verse arm itself to crush hitn. A breath of air. a drop
of water, suffice to kill him. But should the unit
crush him, man would still be more noble than that
which kills him, because he knows that he is dying ...
The universe knows nothing.
All of our dignity consists therefore in
let us

then work to think well:

thought ...

That is the prineiph

of morality
Pascal -Pen WeN

*

the reed
on sale

today May 21
Friday May 22
and

Monday May 25

at

cpaptan SockAtepe
"IN THE COLLEGE UNION"

Where the Action Is

#*** ****** ********************************************.

Thursday, May 21, 1970
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SpartaguWe -eTOIL-SS
Background to War: In -Depth
Analysis of the American Crisis,
C.0 l’Intinhum Room. At 10 a.m.,
James O’Connor, assac. prof. of
Econianics, will speak on "Imperialism-- Modern Style." At 12
noon, Jim Lashley and Mrs. Pat
Martin will speak on "I’ve Been
There." At 2 p.m., Bob McNair.
asst. prof. of Sociology, will
speak on "What Has Happened
to America?"
Hawaiian Club, 7 p.m.. Ed. 238
Election of fail officers is scheduled. All members are urged to
attend.
CM Alpha, 7:30 p.m., 499 S.
19th St.
Thursday Forum, 7:30 p.m.,
The New Wineskin. Dr. Eldred
"Min E. Rutherford will soeuk
and Education
,Y

It,’, it oto

incrican
t f 1.11

I.:1114111, r
.1I1.1

Elections for Slave Driver of IN.
Year will be held.
Bakal Club, 8 p.m., C.U. Pacifica Room. Planning next year’s
activities will be emphasized at
this meeting.
Poetry Reading, 8 p.m., S 210.1
Sponsored by the English Department. Richard Brautigan will
read his own works.

tyro

I{ ’II I

III

Fellossablp of Reconciliation. fT
p.m., First Christian Church. si
S. Fifth St. Prof. Seymour Mel man of Columbia University will I
speak on "Creeping Pentagon ,
Capitalism."
ENV: Introduction to Buddhism,
7:30 p.m., 1098 Chapman Avenue.
"Bishop Nippo Syaku and you
rap on a whatever seems to be
tearing you apart," states Ron
Christensen, class co-ordinator.
For more information, phone
298-1298.
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int-hided in Ittli

lb. Jumbo Burger

55

Spartan Daily Classifieds
GUILD ACCOUST1C GUITAR w’
2
-A cond. $100. Gibson amp 2 -own. and reverb. Good cond. 5
Les 287-3481 room 10I4C High Rta

ANNOUNCEMENTS (1)

OUR WORK

IS

GUARANTEED

Orders to go
Free Collating
Open week nights ’til 9
Sat. and Sun. ’til 5

I luuse

CAMPUS COPY

. santa (Aar,’

MO S. 10111 I near Willi:in:el

insr

THE ENDLESS SUMMER 1- d7iy m ., 22
C ....E

It WORE l’ER COPY

30

l’It e Burger

CAR RALLY[. STANFORD SHOPPING
o
, .6aturday. May
23. by Sporfin L.fe - $3.00. Any C3’
id bcolne, welcome. Start anyre e

9 or 295.6127.
OUTDOOR THEATER for rent or lease.
Seats 100 -F. Co

.-ippointment for thesis

Iturger

LEARN TO FLY FOR LESS. Join thc
2 C.I50’s - $7.50/
C-182 - $14.00/

295-7778

295-9187

(hiF rrITH

THIS ..11)

Get a Big Barney,
French Fries and Coke
now for
just 69,

you don’t know what you’re miss
patties, cheese, lettuce, pickle, and
a double deck bun.
,Ier

5

’1r3

Hungries hit. hit the

11171

it! / 1..f1P7r

A sao

RED BARK!TORE L0O,AtinNS

Sixth mu( Santa Clara
smi Jo se 205-9679
Reg. 900
ud
II if!,

Ca

SALE. Ice Cream, Soft Drink vending ’UP
TO 3 FEMALE , cmrnates needeo
r
route.
Part or full time. Must have ’
r
$45 roc. 540 S.
drivers license. We train. Mr. Edwards
358 No. Montgomery 9-11 a.m. 297.4228. a’:’
NEED FALL ROOMMATE, Senior or
INSIDE SALES - men, good salary. ,
c:
Start today, 22 hrs a week. Work until
summer. Apply 9 a.m. to 8 p.m. 210 S.
---ate wanted to share 2
FEMALE
1st St. Rm. 207.
eitn one other. $85. no mo.
MONEY motivated: Sales minded men : 1292or
grad. preferred. C
’
interested in fantastic future with one
of largest recreational land developers.
Call John Zevitas, sales director, Great TOWN HOUSE.
:id for :T..,
mod. 54,
Lakps Development Co., Hayward, Calif. .
4151 581.1514.
.
.,mr. 287-707,,
THE ENDLESS SUMMER Friday May 22 NON-DIv. SINGLE GIRL 21 -F. share 2
& 10 per. 50c.
n.
,a
$95/mo.
NEW MODELING AGENCY wants girls .
295-0294.
onts. Art class.
&
, I FEMALE ROOMMATE needed for
.
with sun
net.
7
t
-^
2 ct
Send a descrio
-.
to BLF STUDIOS B
’
Si’ Root
Call
‘3
247-4478 or 287.9914.
95’1 12c6’..
SINGER GUITARIST, Male or female WANTED: I bdrm. apt., house, or du.
’net for next fall. Call Janet,
Contact Almader .
’’2.5 269-1544.’ -2
PERSONA’ TY
& gals - P.S.MALE OWN BEDROOM. All utilities
r

VW REPAIR, New. Rebuilt or Usel
Parts, Save $ on Labor & Parts. I
buy your broken down or wrecked VW.
Herbert. 82 Goodyear, SJ, 292-3768.
’65 MGEI, W/R interior, w/wheels.
radials, good cond., very clean, $1350.
297-4402.
1’68 VW Bug, blue, Sunroof, automatic
I
After 6 p.m. 3 blocks from cam 295 -0924.
1959 VW Bug - just overhauled. Good
_ - Sacrifice at $475. John,

N
.
-s & bonuses - will adjusI
2,
li3 house.
- 4479.
SUMMER ONLY. 2 bdrm
DUPLEX
4.
MALE ATTENDANT
o
AEK,
water
&
garb pd.
near
’
P’ h SI+ & Sun.
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED tor fall.
-

HOUSING 15)

FANTASTIC! 470 Luxury apts. Now fak- SUMMER
ing applic. for summer & fall. VERY tnnlow summer rates. Call Bobbi or Steve
470 So. 11thSt.

U.S. SURPLUS: Field Jackets, Combat
Boll Bottom Pants Navy Pea Coats,
Hippie Fashions: Furs, Leather Vest and
Hats Fur Coats, London Bobbie Capes
S many other goodies. Jack and Pat’s
d Heed Store, 375 E. Hedding
i-h & 9th St. 293-4651.
SURPLUS - G.I. and COMMERCIAL
ho 3 in irets, pea coats, bell bott. pants
clothing, polyfoem, camping supplies
oank packing gear, boots. BARGAIN
-3179’, 260 N. 1st St. KRIM 9-6. Closed:
.Hnvn 287-1942
RECORD & TAPE SALEI I have connections with a wholesaler and can sup
ply all the currant LP records & tapes
at a 40% discount. All $5.00 LP’s sell
for $3.06: $6.00 LP’s for $3.62, etc. All
sales are on a spacial order basis. Noe
your order by Tues., pink -up Fri. of the
same week. Hours 8:00 ram. to 12 00
mid. MS. Call & place an order. 29810700: Ron - 12+h St. it’s lewd.
OCEAN VIEW. 101/1 Ac., Elect., Spring

ns. PO.-ate
RENTALS -- , ... study rm., TV &
..
m SJS. $45/mo. 294.

ROOMMATESNEEDED - slIa, 4 bedroom house for
mo. Near
ca-nous. Cal! Ken 7t
i ,-,1111t. TO
FEMALE ROOMY r.
HOUSE - FURNISHED. Roomy and at.
to
campus. ties -wane and other off street
jun.,
starting
a,ailable
parking. Will be
Phone 252.4247.
needed for
2 OR 3 FEMALE
F;--- 287amE
&CAS..

Close

IF YOU DON’T .

.

ro’

SERVICES (8)
AUTO INSURANCE -- Annual Liability
Rates - Married or Single Age 24 and
up $93. Married age 19 to 23 $147. Mr.
Toll 241-3900.
EXPERIENCED TYPIST, Accurate, Fast
Can edit. 5 miles from campus. Mrs. As
lanian-298-4104.
TYPING - thesis, term papers, etc.
experienced and fast. Phone 269.8674.
BEAT INFLATION - Make fine wine
products. SJ HOME BOTTLER. 309
STOCKTON. 2-7 p.m. 287-0370.
EXPERT DRESS MAKING - Call Mrs.
Doris Lau at 225-4270.
RENT A TV OR STEREO OR TAPE
RECORDER: Free Service. No contract
Free Delivery in S.J. Call Esche’s 2512598.
FREELANCE PHOTOGRAPHY for any
purpose including environmental portraits, model composites, weddings, art
pictures. Call Rich Kelso 286-1139.
OUTSTANDING TYPING - Selectric
Term Papers, reports, manuscripts. V.
Barker, 294-0076. Weekdays only 8-6.
STUDENT TYPING in my home. Fast, Pic.
Editing. Mrs. Baxter. Phone
curate, Minor
1.
2o
FOUND THAT SPECIAL someone yet?
Distinctive wedding invitations by Robert
Hall. 440 W. Taylor, S.J. 298-2308.
AUTO INSURANCE as low as $109 pet
year for married, good students. Also
etrellen+ savings for single men over 21
Cal George Campbell 244-9600.

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

Come to:
Classified Adv.

9:30-10:30 - 2-4
Send in handy order blank
Enclose cash or check.
Make check out to Spartan
Daily Classifieds.
PO’/015POSSIBLY HAVE A t9ED AVAILABLE
’CO -E0" poizms F"
IN ANY OF

THERE,

Thrall days Four days

Five days

1.50
2.00
2.503.00

2.00
2.50
3.003.50

L25
2.75
3.253.75

2.40
2.90
3.40
3.90

2.50
3.00 -:
3.50
4.00

Add this
amount for
each additional line

’50

.50

.50

.50

.50

CHECK A CLASSIFICATION
Help Wanted (4)
0 Housing (5)
0 Loot ud Fund (5)

Phone 294-6414, Ext. 2465

No refunds on cancelled ads Print your ad here:
(Count approximately 33 letters and spaces ter each line)

3 lines
4 lines
5 lines
d lines

0 Announcements (1)
ArtomoUve (2)
Fir Salo (3)

an ad:

TUES.-THURS.

CLASSIFIED RATES
Two days

To Place

11 - 1 - 1:30-3:30

Board pus sm. sat., near SJS. Call 293
2904.
FOR -LEASE, 2 large ro-m in Victorian
c 10th and W rms $150 per.
j Berm, 7.r’ 4900.
FEMALE ROOMMATES
-mar. 2

One day

CHARTER FLIGHTS TO EUROPE, $169
one way-$289 round trip. Japan, $350.
Contact Prof. Mage, 293-1033.
LOOKING FOR STUDENTS to share extrip to Anchorage
penses for r
Alaska sin Azie, Airplane (Twin engine).
Will leave right after finals. Round trip
$275. Call 377-2958.
r.
EUROPE - ISRAEL TRAVEL DISCOUNTS available to holders of Cho
international student identity card. For
info, regarding travel discounts and purchase of card, CONTACT: International
Student Club of America, 11687 San
Vicente Blvd. #4, LA., Calif.90049,
12131 843-5669. Or campus rep.: Fred
Black, 2536 Regent, Berkeley. (415) 5431857.
EUROPE CHARTER FLIGHTS. Several
summer flights $270-$325 - roundtrip,
$150 one way. Coordinator: Professor
Frank Peal, 247 Roycroft. Long Buell
90803, 438-2179.
EUROPE, July & Aug. College grad
wants either guy or gal to travel with,
share fun and expenses, plan trip together. Stan, 968-0335.
WANTED two female companions to
travel 011.11 two guys in a MercedesBe -z to East coast. Will leave August
23rd back by Sept. 14th. No charge
for gas - Call 287-5847,

MON.-WED.-FRI.

FEMALE SUMMER STUDENT LOOK
’or same to share apt. 243
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED FOR
SUMMER. Call 286-4777. 1 bdrm. at,’
$50%mo. Ask for Vi-ki.
GIRL TO PREPARE EVENING MEALS

Minimum
Three lines
One day

TRANSPORTATION (9)

Office -J206

,

SUNN AMPLIFIER FOR SALE. 2-12 in.
1D140 speakers. Very good condition, $500
new, sell $700. A67 3147.

EXPERIENCED TYPING - ELECTRIC
UNPLANNED PREGNANCY? We offer Master’s - Reports - Dissertations.
_tren’s Home Marianne Temberq, 1924 Harris Ave.
Ca
e
0:
Call 371-0395. San Jose.
THE ENDLESS SUMMER E. day May 22 STEREO RENTALS-portable or console.
,7 &_10 p.’- n8.
Call Esche’s, 251-2598.
CO YOU NEED A BACKGROUND IN TYPING Term papers, Letters. Fast, Accurate, Reasonable. Electric, In Sunnyvale. 734.1451.
- Materiels now
HOW LONG MUST WE PUT UP WITH FRENCH LESSONS
P.M. Christine N.
Peace of Mind. available II am
.
FEAR
fro293-9908.
San
A.
E.
373
_jab Times.
I
294-33it7

. .

k

PRIVATE ROOM, Kitchen priv. $50/mo.
Nice dbl. rm. $35/mo. Tele, and util.
64 MG SEDAN 1100. Excellent condipd. Men only. Lome House, 621 S. 6th
- 5675 or best offer. Call Judy 287.
St. Call 295-5666 or See Manager Apt.
D.
’6i VW CAMPER W/SUNROOF. $1075
2 HOUSES (Pure.) Available on June
1,1. offer. 286.3284 8-10 a.m.
15th. Maximum 5 persons. Prefer lease
MILK TRUCK - Excellent mech. cond. from Jars to June. 295-7438.
5.: 1, see
e74 Sr. 2-71. 289-8254,
FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED - to
59AH 100-6 LEAVING COUNTRY. Moot share 2 bdrm., 2 bath apt. Starting June
’ E
fIa-. 315 So. 11th 266.3695 after 5:30.
7 24 0686. 9-4 Ernie.
1 FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED for
VW ’58 R..ns and Looks Good. $375. summer $32.50/mo. Large, two-bedroom,
, :19 After 6 p.m.
air conditioning. Call 286-5/22,
CHEV. ’64. El Camino, 327 4-speed, Posit SUMMER RENTAL: 2 bedroom house.
raction, AM/FM radio, new paint. Close to campus. $150/mo. Call 287_
Ad after 7:00 p.m. 292-4749.
3929.
’57 CHEV. BEL AIR. 4 door. 12/1-1, auto TOWNHOUSES - Quiet,
wash
.
,
Call 324.2425. Palo ens, summer rates. 446 & 679 So, 11th
One bdrm. $100, two bdrm. $130. 296’58 VW VAN
hrr;We wheels, 7143.
El. Must sell. FEMALE ROOMMATES NEEDED-Aar
21-23. Royal Lanai Apts. $55/mo. Cal’
VALIANT
’62
- ,
258.5130 eves. and weekends.
’tom Mai 29, SUMMER ONLY Laroe 3 bdrm. for
29,5.
oohed house. Large backyard. close t-,
64 CORVAIR
4 .r.,;ed Mo-nr-i; campus. $225. Call 287-4924 or 28E,-i 2150. 248.5442 6187.
FURN. 2 BDRM DPLX
blks. fr.
66 PORSCHE 912,
r1. air cond. Couple,
1
+ Pd. ut ’
TR1 mire free Call 292.9’!?
r
WANTED
. or grad to go
69 GTO RAM AIR IV 370 HP, 4
’
’ for sum, or fall
266 8762 aft. 7.
6294.
SUMMER SUBLET. Married couple or
66 NAGB exc. mech. cond. many extra
7
fore. 3 bdrm. 2 bath
Call Lee in Markham H
I u
795-1255.
- Rm. 3238.
MALE R’MMATE for sum, as of J. 6
1960 PEUGEOT station wagon, $150. 3. Share 2 bdrm. with I other. Poo 7
from camous. $57.50/rne
2: - 7

nici 266 S923,
MARSALS HOUSE OF SURPLUS. -1271
I
,
era St. Betemen 3rd a -d 4th
10-6: Monday, Thursday, and
8:30 p". G.I. Clothing .
Supplies. and General Mer-

4

r

FOR SALE 131

inp! Two 9ele.r.
our own special

, PERSONALS (7)

ers. u.

HELP WAIVED Oil

r

-a-AUTOMOTIVE (2)’

MOTORCYCLE INSURANCE - Annual
ity rates. 100 cc/$28, 300 cc/$38:
cc/545. Call Mr. Neal, 241-3900,

FEMALE ROOMMATES NEEDED-

GRAD STUD.

FLYING ACES CAMPUS F

Make advance

.4inikomgmempemenessielin

--

low, THESES BOND

and

4th and St. James

Phone Orders 297-8421

675 Tennant Rd.
San Jose

9547.7i* 70 Hawthorne waY.

mayonaise

at TICO’S
Every Day
Drink)
(Lund, ilmi

COYOTE CREEK
STABLES

.
intercultural Steering Voinciattee, 3:30 p.m., Intercultural Cen- YOGA & MEDITATION - MWFS 7:30
S.J. 28
292 S. Ninth Si. Important
’
6’
irw for all members of ICSC. !NON-PROFIT FLYING CLUB needs
- students and licensed pilots Four air-raft, low membership fees & monthly
,es Cert, flight instructors avail. 246.

k HI E61.11

tomato, lettuce,

I

Seventh

Street table from 9:30 a.m. to
10:30 p.m. for information purposes until Thursday, May 28.
The group attempts to go into

DESPERATE
1 s :-:
5 17 ,
;t notebook back

MONDAY

1.01DED \\

II

’70,

ing members at SJS.
They will have a

Drive-in and Dining Room Service

the minority and low incsone
white neighborhoods to register
voters,
According to David Jessut.
western states representative
Frontlash ’70, the group’s
"is designed to bring studiu.t..
into a coalition with labor. CIN
rights, and community groups tiir
common purposes.

a grass roots
"out to the community" political
organization, is currently recrutiFruntlash

TOMORROW

Friday Flicks, 7 and 10 p.m.,
"The Endless
Miirris Dailey.
Summer- for 50 cents admission.

,INk )(II

Front/ash ’70 Seeks Help

El Personals (7)
0 Services (8)
0 Tresepertatlea (11)

Print Name

For

Address

Enclose( is $

City

Phone

SEND CHECK. MONEY ORDER, OR CASH TO: SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS
SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE, CALIF.
95114
Mao alley 2 dap NW plaeleg ha ad le appear.

Days

e

